
PRIVACY  -  SAFETY  -  SECURITY  -  RESIDENTIAL  -  COMMERCIAL

Vinyl FENCES &
RAILINGS

Built for your

Lifestyle



Whether you need privacy, or a protective barrier for 

your children or pets, vinyl fence and railings provides 

an ideal combination of durability, strength, color 

consistency and excellent weathering capabilities. 

Vinyl fences and railings have become the new 

standard because they free homeowners from the 

tedious chore and expense of painting or staining 

their fence and railings. No expanding, shrinking, 

twisting or warping that is inherent to wood will 

be found in vinyl fence and railing products. South 

West will work with you to custom design and build 

a fencing and railing solution that is backed by our 15 

Year Installation Warranty. At South West, our mission 

is to go beyond your satisfaction.

Fence Colours



Vinyl Fence Styles
PRIVACY

(6’ fence height shown)
HORSE

(4’ fence height shown)
PICKET

(5’ fence height shown)
SEMI-PRIVACY

(6’ fence height shown)

PRIVACY FLAT TOP

PRIVACY FLAT TOP
W/ ACCENT RAIL

PRIVACY T&G 
W/LATTICE TOP

PRIVACY W/ TWO BY TWO 
TOP

SEMI-PRIVACY FLAT TOP

SEMI-PRIVACY FLAT TOP W/ 
ACCENT RAIL

SEMI-PRIVACY 
W/ LATTICE TOP

SEMI-PRIVACY 
W/ TWO BY TWO TOP

PICKET FLAT TOP

PICKET SCALLOP TOP

PICKET REVERSE SCALLOP 
TOP

FOUR RAIL

THREE RAIL

TWO RAIL

Fence Colours

Fence Posts & Caps

PYRAMID
NEW ENGLAND

NEW ENGLAND
DECORATIVE

BALL TOP

With 4 styles to chose from, post caps can add a 
unique element of design to your fence. 

Posts are also available in three different sizes:

4”x 4”   5”x 5”  6”x 6”



Vinyl Railings & Gates

• Colours are not exactly as shown
 • Colonial Spindles are available
• 3 7/8” maximum picket spacing as per OBC (Ontario Building Code)
 • Rail heights are determined by distance from ground level as per OBC

Railing Style Options

Tired of constantly staining and painting your old 
railings? Looking for a fresh new look for your home? 
Then low-maintenance vinyl is the solution for you. 
With several different colors and styles to choose 
from, we are sure to provide that perfect accent 
for your home. Each and every vinyl rail system is 
custom built with pride and precision on our state-
of-the-art, computerized CNC boring machine. We 
install our railings onto your existing decks, porches 
and stairs with little to no limitations.

AZAR/AZEK RAILING DOUBLE TOP RAILING GLASS PANEL RAILING

Vinyl Gates
Vinyl gates are available to match the design and style of our 
fences. Self-closing, self-latching and locking hardware is 
available to complete the installation of your vinyl perimeter 
or pool fence. Double-wide vinyl gates are also available.

42” W x 6’ H standard size vinyl gates are 
available in all fence styles shown, and can also 

be customized in width and/or height.

www.southwestfenceanddecks.com               519-337-4222


